
Assignment #7:

Changes in Overall Demand and Supply

Why and How Demand & Supply Curves Shift

Understanding these slides & watching videos will help with completing Assignment #7



Demand is Dynamic (it changes)

There are two types of demand changes:

Change in QUANTITY Demanded (Demand curve stays the same) 
= SHORT RUN change in Demand based on price changes

VIDEO:  Law of Demand and Changes in Quantity Demanded Explained (4:43)

AND

Change in TOTAL Demand (Demand curve shifts)
= LONG RUN Shifts in Demand based on other factors besides price

VIDEO:  Changes in Quantity Demand versus Changes in TOTAL Demand Explained (5:12)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXlZIn6W7Ew&index=13&list=PL336C870BEAD3B58B&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTSwcXJ700c&index=13&list=PL336C870BEAD3B58B


Change in Quantity Demanded
(demand curve stays the same)

Only price changes lead to quantity demanded changes

D1

Movement along an existing demand curve Only price changes



Change in TOTAL Demand
(a shift in the demand curve)

A change in overall 
demand leads to a 

SHIFT in the demand 
curve (a new 

demand curve).

A shift occurs 
whenever a 

Determinant of 
Demand changes.

Shift Left = Less Demand 

Shift Right = Greater Demand
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Review:  Change in price vs a shift in overall demand

Ex: A store cuts prices of all products by 20% 

(has a sale).  We would expect the QUANTITY 

demanded of products at the store to increase

This is movement along an existing 

demand curve (no new demand curve)

Ex: The population of a country increases by 

20% from one year to the next.  We could 

expect the TOTAL Demand for all products in 

the country to increases by 20% next year

This is a shift of demand (a new 

demand curve) at all price levels



What are the
Determinants of Demand ??

(The Factors that can shift TOTAL Demand right or left)

N.I.C.E.S.T.
•Number of Consumers (Ex: Population Increase) 

• Incomes (Ex: Wage Increase)

•Complementary Goods (Ex: Bagels & Cream Cheese)

•Expectations of Consumers (Ex: What people think will happen in the future)

•Substitute Goods (Ex: Pepsi & Coke)

•Tastes and Preferences (Ex: Fads & Trends)



N.I.C.E.S.T. = Factors Shift Demand Curves
Number of Consumers

Incomes

Complementary Goods

Expectations of Consumers

Substitute Goods

Tastes and Preferences

Right Shift = MORE Demand Left Shift = LESS Demand
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Graphing a Change in Demand
Growth in TOTAL Demand

Situation:  Google & Apple grant all employees a big pay raise.  

Question: How will this impact the Demand for Lobsters in Silicon Valley?

Answer:  Demand for Lobster (a normal good) will increase with rise in INCOME

RISE in Demand = RIGHT shift in Demand curve



Graphing a Change in Demand 

Reduction in TOTAL Demand

Situation: Northern California Dungeness Crab Prices fall

Question: How will this impact the demand for Lobster in the Bay Area?

Answer: Price of Crab Falls (a SUBSTITUTE for Lobster) = Less Demand for Lobster 

LESS Demand = LEFT shift in Demand Curve



Supply is also DYNAMIC
(it changes)

There are also two types of supply changes:

Change in QUANTITY Supplied =
Short run changes in supply based only on price fluctuations

AND

Change in TOTAL Supply = 
Long run shifts in Supply based on factors other than price

VIDEO:  BOTH changes along an existing supply curve and 
shifts in overall supply explained (4:57)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KccMcf_xOQU&list=PL336C870BEAD3B58B&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KccMcf_xOQU&list=PL336C870BEAD3B58B&index=14


Change in Quantity Supplied
(supply curve stays the same)

When only a price changes => quantity supplied changes

A shift along the existing supply curve = Only prices change



Change in TOTAL Supply
(Curve Shifts)

A change in TOTAL supply leads to a SHIFT in a supply 
curve (new supply curve)

A shift occurs whenever a Determinant of Supply changes.

Shift Left = Less Supply

Shift Right = Greater Supply
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Review:  Change in Price vs 

a shift in Overall Supply

Ex: The price of corn drops so farmers choose 

to save more corn instead of selling it now.  So, 

the QUANTITY supplied by farmers drops.

This is movement along an existing 

supply curve (no new supply curve)

Ex: With new plant genetics research 

(technology), a new corn variety is developed 

by scientists leading to greater corn harvests. 

So, the TOTAL supply of corn increases 

causing more quantity supplied and lower the 

prices for corn in the future.

This is a shift of supply (a new supply 

curve) at all price levels



What are the Determinants of Supply??
(Factors that can shift TOTAL Supply right or left)

T.I.N.G.E.D. 

Technology (Ex: a new machine used in factory) 

Input Costs (Ex:  prices of raw materials change)

Number of Producers (Ex:  other companies who make the same product)

Government Policy (Ex:  a law regulating how to make a product)

Expectations of Producers (Ex:  Factory owners expect one of the other factors to change in the future)

Disasters (Ex:  Hurricane destroys factories)



TINGED 
Technology

Inputs (Cost of)

Number of Producers

Government Policy

Expectations of Producers

Disasters

Shift Left = Less SupplyShift Right = Greater Supply
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Graphing a Change in Supply
Growth in TOTAL Supply

Situation:  New Type of Wheat Planting Machine Becomes Available

Question:  How will the Supply of Wheat be Impacted?

Answer:  More Supply will be Available with the improved TECHNOLOGY

RISE = RIGHT



Graphing a Change in Supply 
Reduction in TOTAL Supply

Situation:  The cost of Fertilizer Increases for Corn Farmers

Question:  How will this impact the amount of corn grown by farmers?

Answer:  Corn Farmer Will Buy Less Fertilizer (a needed INPUT) and Grows Less Corn

Reduced Supply = Shift Left in Supply   LESS = LEFT



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0tIOqU7m-c (4:50)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QSWLmyGpYc (10:45)

For a review of ideas from this and past slideshows, watch these 

videos.  It is highly recommended that you frequently pause to make 

sure you understand.

If you think you understand these ideas, work on Assignment #7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0tIOqU7m-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QSWLmyGpYc

